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Introduction 

When the complex formation process is studied in some 
metal-ligand system traditionally the number of complex species 
is restricted to the coordination saturated complex ' ' ' If the 
complexity reaction is expressed as M+nL%ML„ then, the thermo
dynamic stability constant of the complex ML„ defined as 

(HL„) 'ML„ 'ML„ 
PML„ " „., „ , n~ ' ГН- - PML„ (M)(L)" l„-tL " lM-t L 

could be regarded as a product of concentration quotient PML„ and 
'ML activity coefficient quotient рд—. Most experimental methods 

used for the determination of stability constants are designed for 
constant ionic strength of the solution, which provides conditions 
such as the activity coefficient quotient to be considered as a constant. 
Actually, the activity coefficient quotient expresses the medium 
effect. The latter is usually estimated by using the Debye-Hiickel's 
expression1^' or some of its modifications'"' . 

Sillen ' has pointed out that generally there is not always 
an evidence to ignore the presence of the species formed in the 
solution as a result of the interaction between the metal complexes 
MLn and the ionic medium ions and solvent molecules. The Tight

ness of this opinion was supported by the results reported in 
a number of papers / '-*/. According to Mironov / ' / part of the 
ionic medium effect could be ascribed to a formation of outer sphere 
complexes in the solution. . . 

In previous papers ' °~,6i the validity of a simple relation 
which connects the overall stability constants of metal complexes 
was demonstrated for a number of metal-ligand systems. That 
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relation has been derived on the basis of a mathematical model 
concerned with a stepwise series of mononuclear metal complexes 
formed in an aqueous solution with a constant ionic strength/ 1 0/. 

In the present paper an attempt is made to modify this model 
for metal-ligand systems studied at several constant ionic strengths 
on the basis of the assumption that the ionic medium effect is 
mainly due to a formation of outer sphere complexes the number and 
the concentration of which depend on the ionic strength of the 
solution. 

Theory 

The equations which will be derived are based for the most 
part of earlier paper />0/, so here many details.will be omitted. 
The mathematical model constructed in Ref/ ' was concerned 
with the formation of a series of mononuclear complexes of the 
type ML „ formed in an aqueous solution with a constant ionic 
strength. One of the basical assumption was that in the system under 
consideration no formation of outer sphere complexes of the type 
СрМ1ъ occurs, where С denotes the electrolyte cation. For this 
case the quantity P - the total probability for the distribution of the 
metal H in the solution has been introduced and defined as 

P-P„ + X PML - 1, A ) 
where 

* - g d') 
is the probability of M ion being found in the solution, 

V -•£-'*-£ (H)(L)" (1") 
Мьп Си П.' 

is the probability of MLn complex being found in the solution, 
M is the complex forming metal Jfm+ , L is monovalent ligand, 
c M is the total (analytical) concentration of M in the solution, 
n is the number of ligands, ( ) are concentrations, A and a are 

constants. 
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The concentration of MLn in the solution is then given by 

(MLn )~C„PmLn-A^.(И)(L) " . ( 2 ) 

Now, we shall consider the same metal-ligand system but at 
a constant ionic strength of the solution at which the formation ci 
outer sphere complexes could not be ignored. The higher the ionic 
strength of the solution is the higher is C + ions concentration. 
On one hand this could cause ion-pairing of the electrolyte 

C + + L~ ? C+L~ (3) 

and on the other hand a formation of outer sphere complexes of the 
type C pML„.The lat ter could be charged as well as neutral ones, 
and their formation may proceed by different mechanisms. Two 
conceivable reactions a r e 

tMl>nSN_n]SNl +PC* Cp\.MLnSN_n]SNi_p+PS, (4) 

i<,p •Z.N-m m <n UN 

1<P<.N1 

where S i s water molecule, N and <V/ is the maximum number 
of water molecules coordinated to U in i ts f irst and second hydra
tion spheres respectively. 

Here also, as it was already done in the derivation of the 
equations in Rsf.'10', the hydration of the species which substitute 
water molecules i s not taken into account. It should be pointed out 
that the proposed reactions (4) and (5) could not represent the 
actual mechanism. But since the thermodynamic considerations 
underlying the equilibria in solution a r e concerned with the initial 
and final s ta tes and not with the path the reaction takes , formally, 
we could use each of those reactions to express the process and it 
will not affect the final resul t s . 
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Depending on the properties of the system as a whole the 
electrolyte ion-pairing, Eq. (3), and the formation of outer sphere 
complexes, Eqs. (4) and (5), may proceed to a different degree. 

Let us suppose that by reaction (4) only charged outer sphere 
complexes are formed. Then, the following unequalities will be 
hold m + i<n< N and ' < p < Af-fm + O.The neutral outer sphere 
complexes are supposed to be formed by reaction (5) only. 

As far as the mathematical model which will be presented in 
this paper is an extension of that developed in Ref. I10' , all 
initial assumptions made in that paper are hold here also. A similar 
treatment as that applied in Ref. /""'will be used keeping in mind 
that: i) In the system treated in Ref. <t0' the metal ion M is 
considered as a central group of the complex series and here this 
part will be played by the species ML„ ii) In Ref. ' , 0 ' the complex 
formation reaction is considered as a substitution of water mole
cules from the first hydration sphere of M with ligands L , and 
in the present treatment the water molecules from the second 
hydration sphere of M are substituted with С + ions (or with 
C^lTlon-pairs if reaction (5) is considered), iii) Short range 
attractive forces will be introduced and defined as follows: a) for 
reaction (4) '., -, y is the force directed from the species ML„ , 
CML„ , С 2 ML„... towards С + ion, which is assumed to be a constant 
independent of the type of the complex species. / y * x is the force 
directed from C + ion towards the complex species ML„, CML „ , 
С 2 ML,, .... which is assumed to be constant independent of the type 
of the complex species. I * -, » is the force directed from the 
species CML „ , C2 ML„... towards water molecule, which is assu
med to be constant independent of the type of the complex species. 
f s+x is the force directed from the water molecule towards the 
complexes CML„ , C2 ML,,... which is assumed to be constant 
independent of the type of the complex species, b) for reaction 
( 5) ' x' -. y' Is the force directed from the species CML m , 
CMLm+t, C3MLm+2... towards c+L~ which is assumed to be 
constant independent of the type of the complex species. I y '-»x ' is 
the force directed from the ion-pair с +L~ towards the complexes 
MLm , CMLm + i , С 2 VL^j... which is assumed to be constant 
independent of the complex species. '«'-. , ' is the force directed 
from the complexes CMLm+l, C2MLma... towards a water molecule, 
which is assumed to be constant independent of the type of the 
complex species. / , .„ x- is the force directed from a water molecule 
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towards the complexes CMLm+t •, С 3 й^, ш + 2 ..., which is assumed 
to be constant independent of the type of the complex species, 
iv) The number of the complex species which have a suitable energy 
for the forward reaction of Eq. (4) is given by Kx (CpMLn ) . The 
following relations are assumed to be hold 

KCML„ ~RC2ML„ - ••• - KCpMLn

 Kx 

where Bn is a coefficient of parametrization, the index л denotes 
that this coefficient depends on the number of ligands in the complex 
ML„ . The number of C + ions, which have a suitable energy for 
the forward reaction of Eq. (4) will be given by Кс (C);By analogy, 
the number of the neutral complex species, which have a suitable 
energy for the forward reaction of Eq. (5) will be given by 
Kx'(CpML , + P) . The following relations are assumed to be 
hold 

where Q is a coefficient of parametrizaticn. The number of the 
C+ L~ ion-pairs which have a suitable energy for the forward 
reaction of Eq. (5) will be given by KCL(C+ L~).Tbe number of the 
complex species which have a suitable energy for the backward 
reaction of Eq. (4) will be given by Kx,c (C p ML „ ) . Here also as 
it was already done for the coefficients in the forw?-.. reaction of 
Eq. (4), К x, s coefficient is assumed to be independent of the 
complex species The number of the water molecules which have 
a suitable energy for the backward reaction of Eq. (4) will be given 
by Кs (S) .By analogy, the number of the neutral complex species 
which have a suitable energy for the backward reaction of Eq. (5) 
will be given by K^'^'fCp MLm+p) .The number of water molecules 
which have a suitable energy for the backward reaction of Eq. (5; 
will be given by KS' (S) . 

Now let us introduce the total probability for the distribution 
of the metal M (centr 1 group) in a solution with a given ion.'c 
strength - P 
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* - P„ + * р м ь п

 + S % « , + * p c p мьт+р- ' • (6) 
where Px is the probability of X species being found in the 
solution; p + m < n is hold for the charged outer sphere complexes. 

To obtain Eq. (6) in an explicit form we have to find relations 
giving 2 Pc „, and 2 P ' c ML as functions of the variable 
° " ^pmLjn p m+p 
(L). ( Pu and 2 P M L n could be taken from Eqs. (1') and (1") 
respectively). For this purpose, we shall first consider reaction 
(4), starting with the formation of the complex species CMLn which 
will be given in details. The probability of CML„ complex being 
formed according to the forward reaction of Eq. (4) will be given 
by 

p

!a,= !%•**• '*-y ("W,**™• "41 V Vo № n^c; . (7) 

where bn0 = к x tK_y • Kc • t y_x = const. 

The backward reaction probability will be given by: 

Рыск = ~k • K «. 3 ' « s Bn • b n.o (*La )(Q Ks ! s ^ (S) = 
M (8) 

" ~ ' Bn • b*,0 D(MLn)(C), 

where (S) = cons( ; D - KKS tx^s Ks- fs^x(S) = const . 

The probability of the CMLn complex being found in the solution 
will be given by the difference of the forward and backward reac
tions probabilities 

PC.4L„ - P

l o , ~ P 6ac* = " c ^ • B " • V o ( 1 ~ D>(MLJ(C> - W 

= 7 ^ - - B « • bn(»Ln)(C) , 
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where 
Ь = Ь „ (1 - D) = const . 

п п,0 1 ' 

If Eq. (2) is used to express the term (ML„)in Eq. (9) the latter 
will be transformed to 

рсш = T " A Т Г B " • bn ( C ) m (L)" • СЮ) 

In analogous way we can get the following equation for the 
probability of CpMLn complex being found in the solution 

p 1 „" Ъ, 
I p , p c „ L " c;-ATTB°-jr(C> "(M)(L> • (П) 

p n l" r 

Here a factor of pi appears in the denominator, which is related to 
the model consideration of the proper orientation of the interacting 
species at collision (see Ref. /to/ ). Summation of Eq. (11) over 
n and p will give 

p-N-m-l n = N n ,p 

S P C ML = - F A W S S Bn 17 -f, ( C ) ^ "• ( 1 2 ) 

Let us now consider reaction (5) assuming that it is the main 
reaction by which the formation of neutral outer sphere complexes 
proceeds.' If an analogous approach to that applied above is used, 
the following relation for the probability of С p MLm + p complex 
being found in the solution will be obtained 

P' = 4~ • Q -^r (ML )(C+L~)" = 
С ML . С „ p! <n (13) 

1 a m qP m + _ p 
= -^--A-—-Q—-(M)(L) (C L ) , 

where см т ! p ! 

ч = ч0(1-Ю = кх. 'x^y'KCLty%x,[i-Kx.s,lx%s,Ks,fsUx.(S)h 
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If the concentration of tha electrolyte ion-pairs С L in Eq. (13) 
is expressed by using the equilibrium constant 0 C L of reaction 
(3) and a summation of Eq. (13) over p is performed it will be 
transformed to 

s p c „ , + = c - " - 0 ^ W f L f £, 7,—(L) • < 1 4 > 
p m + p V P= ' p ' 

Expressing now Eq. (6) through Eqs. (l')> (1"), (12) and (14) and 
multiplying its both sides to CM / (M) we get the following relation 
for the complexity function of the system, which will be denoted 

n«JV a" n 
F = F, + F < f , - Jt i( 2, —r(L) + 

йюях. Oil» p.n /i. n i lp n=J n » l ' 

p - ; n = m+ 2 "' P •' 

a"1 *-»' " Ч ^ " 
• i e 7 ( U " 1 -=-,- <l>> • 

where F „ „ - complexity function of the ' t „ complexes plus 
unity, F p . „ - complexity function of the charged outer sphere 
complexes, F p m ( p - complexity function of the neutral outer 
sphere complexes. 

When some metal ligand system is studied at several constant 
ionic strengths of the solution the constants in Eq. (15) will have de
finite values. A priori it could be said that the constant Л will 
remain independent on the ionic strength of the solution, while the 
constants B(n) and С will be functions of с . This follows 
from the fact that A is a coefficient of parametrization for a pro
cess concerned with the first hydration sphere of M which is 
expected to be less sensitive to the presence of electrolyte ions in 
the solution, while B{n) and Q are coefficients of parametriza
tion introduced for a process which is concerned with the second 
hydration sphere of 4 . The structure of the latter is expected to be 
much more affected by the presence of electrolyte ions in the solution, 
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e.g., by the ionic strength. The constants a , ь and я are products 
of a number of quantities, the variation of which with the ionic 
strength is assumed to be neglible. 

If the relations B„»Bn (ц) and P = QOi ) are known, the 
problem of finding the values of the complexity function of a given 
metal-ligand system studied in an aqueous solution with a variable 
ionic strength will be reduced to getting the solution of the following 
modification of Eq. (15) 

л=ЛГ а п 

' * » . = F0,n - F

P,n<t> + 'ftWrftf- 1 + A „ h U(L>" + 

+ 4 2 2 BJ^Z-.-Z-fL) P

+AQ(,i)~(L) 2 -l£k(L), (Ш) 
P-t п-т+2" Ы p! r m! P=J p / v ' 

where the Index fa) indicates that the quantity is a function of il , 
(C) is substituted by № J , taking into account the relation (C)*,(L), 
which Is hold in the given case. 

So we have obtained an expression for the total complexity 
function at a discrete ionic strength - Eq. (15) and an expression for 
variable ionic strength - Eq. (.16). These two functions show some 
interesting features which could be summarized as follows: 
1) When в„ (pi) -» 0 ; Q(fi) •• 0 ; in a certain range of ligand 
concentrations and ionic strengths no outer sphere complexes are 
present In the system. Then, Eqs. (15) and (16) are reduced to the 
following unique form 

F ш ,F ш1+А ± L-(L) . (17) 

2) When Nt»q Eq. (15), where the following relations are hold: 
bJC) _6*_constand Q/3 »4*WMnst,is transformed to 

F, - 1 + A 2 £—(L) + 

il 



and Eq. (16), where the following relations are hold (C) = (L) 
and ч&с, = я* = const , is transformed to 

" = w a " n 
F , , = 1 + A X (XJ + 

P-« -„ , - / „=„ „ p a m a 

+ Л X 2 BU)—-—S(L) P+AQM—(L)m(e - D • 
P = J n = m + 2 " "•' "' m / (19) 

3) For the particular case, when N = 4 and m= 2 (a great 
number of metal-ligand systems studied belongs to this class), the 
number of the charged outer sphere complexes is reduced to one. 
So, if the contribution of Fpn in Г is neglected Eq. (18) 
is transformed to 

" '" * a" n a* * ч*(С)(Ь) 
" * » » . ' ' A Д — <L> ^Q—(L)(e -J) (20) 

and Eq. (19) Is transformed to 

""' a" a2 * 2 

f s r „ „ I' A 2 —(L)n*AQb)—(L)2(e4<L>-l).(Z].) 

Results and Discussion 

To check the validity of the relations derived in the previous 
part of this paper we had to have at our disposal experimental data 
for a given metal-ligand system studied at several ionic strengths, 
from which the complexity function for each discrete ionic strength 
could be gotten, e.g., to have available a family of F -functions. We 
have focused our attention to families of F -functions, each obtained 
by one author or working group, using a single experimental method 
for each ionic strength. This was done to escape the error which 
could be introduced if the individual F -functions of the family are 
obtained by different authors '*'• 2 + 

Here as an illustrative example the system Cd - Br~ stu
died by Kivalo and Ekari '"' will be given. This system had been 
studied polarographically at temperature 25° С and ionic strengths 
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0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 respectively. NaC!o4 had been used as an 
inert electrolyte. At each ionic strength the measurements had been 
performed to bromide concentration corresponding to the full sub
stitution of dor w i t n Br ions. The F -function at each ionic 
strength had been obtained from the experimental data using the 
De Ford and Hume's method /'*/ and they are presented in the cor
responding tables of Ref. ',7' where they are denoted as F0 . In 
Fig. 1 the log F0 vs. the bromide concentration of the solution 
are plotted, the values taken from Ref. I171'. These curves were 
the subject of our analysis. As far as Cd has a coordination 
number Л'=4 and charge m = 2 , this family of complexity functions 
could be described by Eq. (20). To find the values of the corresponding 
constants A , a , 0 and g* these curves were analysed in the 
following way: first, the ligand concentration region has been found 
in which the F -functions at low ionic strengths coincide. This was 
the bromide concentration 0-0.5 M in which the F -functions at 
/' = 0.5 and p =• 0.75 lay on one curve as shown in Fig. 2 in a 

suitable scale. So, according to the idea developed in the previous 
part of this paper, the absence of an ionic medium effect in this 
concentration range for these two F -functions was considered 
as an indication that no outer sphere complexes are formed in the 
solution at these conditions. So, for this concentration range and 
for these F -functions the requirements for the application of Eq. (17) 
are fulfilled. Using the method described in Ref. /*°/ the constants 
A and a in Eq. (17) were determined. In Fig. 3 the solid line 

represents the theoretical F -function calculated by Eq. (17) to bro
mide concentration 0.5 M, where the experimental points for both the 
ionic strengths are given too. As could be seen a satisfactory fit is 
obtained. Then, using the values of A and a constants obtained, the 
Q and q* parameters are gotten by solving Eq. (20) for two values 

of F 0 at each ionic strength. In Table 1-5 the experimental F-func
tions (F0 ) are compared with the F -functions calculated by using 
the /9„ values reported by Kivalo and Ekari '17' and these by using 
Eq. (20) of the present paper. The fit at each data point is estimated 
by the quantity AF defined as AF = l/F0 (Fcmlc - F0 ) 100 . 
It should be pointed out that irrespective of the fact that Eq. (20) is 
an approximate equation (the presence of the charged outer sphere 
complex NaCdBr^ is neglected) the F -functions calculated by 
Eq. (20) show satisfactory fit to the experimental ones. As could 
be seen from the data presented in Tables 1-5 the constants A , a 
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and q* are independent of the ionic strength and only the Q para
meter is a function of the ionic strength of the solution, this being 
in agreement with the theoretical considerations of the mathemati
cal model presented in the previous part. In Fig. 4 the graphical plot 
of Q vs (i is presented. It gives a straight line: Q - Q*„ - Q0 . 
The constants Q * and Q0 could be found as a slope of the curv e 
and an intersect on the * -axis. In this way, the results obtains! 
indicate that for a metal-ligand system to which Eq. (20) could b:> 
applied, five constants are necessary to describe the system for an 
arbitrary number of ionic strengths. When the same system is des
cribed by the conventional polynomial expression of the complexity 
function /'»/ with the stoichiometric stability constants of the com
plexes the number of the constants necessary to describe the system 
is given by the number of the complex species assumed to be present 
in the solution multiplied to the number of ionic strengths at which 
the system is studied. So, for the present case 16 free parameters 
will be necessary to describe the system. The extrapolation to zero 
ionic strength reduced the number of the constants to nine. But as 
Sillen has pointed out /'5/' , this procedure is far from being safety. 
He has given the Gutelberg's investigation /?<>/ as an example 
showing that by using different equations for the activity coefficients 
the value for log ji , ranges from 1.0-1.5. (Note that this will give a 
difference of about 75% in the values of the theoretical F -function 
calculated in the ligand range from 1-3 M). 

As it has been mentioned above, the last data point in the F0 

at each ionic strength had been obtained with a full exchange of the 
NaCW4 with NaBr . so, if the values of F0 at these points are 
taken from each F0 -function at each ionic strength a new complexity 
function can be obtained which is actually the complexify function 
of the system fo. variable ionic strength of the solution. We have 
found that this function denoted as F0(VMr) obeys strictly Eq. (21) 
and this is visualized in Fig. 5 in a setnilogarithm scale, where the 
full circles represent the experimental F0(var) function as taken 
from Ref. ' "' . They coincide with the open circles, which represent 
the theoretical function calculated up to (L) > 8 И from 
Eq. (21). As could be seen these points are on a straight line which 
is an indication that an exponential function F йЮжж(гшг) - T • e t(L> 
( T and t are constants) Is a sufficiently accurate approximation 
for the complexity function of the system for variable ionic strength 
of the solution. Such approximation could be very useful in all case 
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where Eq. (21) could be applied and the knowledge oi the exact 
values of /3 „ is not necessary and has already successfully used 
in two of our earlier publications /2l- 22l . 

In Ref. /l?/ Kivalo and Ekari had compared the values of the 
stability constants obtained by them with those reported by Leden I23'' 
and Eriksson '24( for the same system studied at с = 3. The fol
lowing /S „ values are reported by 

Kivalo and Ekiri / ' 
.Leden /гз/ 
Eriksson / 2 4 / 

Pi 02 03 04 
Kivalo and Ekiri / ' 

.Leden /гз/ 
Eriksson / 2 4 / 

45 
57 
58 

250 
220 
275 

1890 
2100 
1600 III

 

Here we think that one can get a better impression about the 
complexity of the system if not the 0 „ values are compared but 
the corresponding F0 functions. We have made such comparison 
and found that the F0 functions obtained by Leden • / 2 J / / and Eriks
son 1**1 lay nearly on one curve, while the F0 function obtained 
by Kivalo and Ekari ^ 7I is somewhat lower. Nevertheless, all the 
three functions strictly obey Eq. (20) with the following values of 
the coefficients 

Kivalo and Ekari / t ? / 

A a <? 4* 
6.80 
7.27 
7.27 

5.3 
5.5 
5.5 

42.00 
52.74 
52.74 

0.25 
0.25 
0.27 

Leden /**; ; 

Eriksson 
In calculation the constants for the data reported by Leden 

and Eriksson the values of A and a constants obtained in the course 
of the analysis of Kivalo and Ekari's data were used as initial 
guesses and they were then refined by successive approximations. 
As could be seen, there is a small difference between the correspon
ding parameters A , a , Q and q* found for the system studied 
by the authors of the three above cited papers. The observed discre
pancies in the values of the corresponding j8n could be ascribed 
to some small systematic error, which further in the course of the 
graphical extrapolation applied is accumulated and causes these 
differences especially high for /3 4 
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Fig. 1. Log. F„ as a function of the bromide concentration of the 
solution. 
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Fig. Z. F 0 as a function of the bromide concentration of the solution. 

ia 



Fig. 3. F0 as a function of the bromide concentration of the 
solution. The theoretical F -function, calculated by using Eq. (17) 
is presented as a solid line. The experimental values of F0 obtained 
at i> •-• 0.5 are presented as о . The experimental values of 
tained a t e 0.75 are presented as ob-
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Fig. 4. The variation of the constant <? with the ionic strength of 
the solution. 
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Fig. 5. Logarithm of the complexity function vs. the bromide concen
tration of a solution with non-constant ionic strength. The open 
circles are representative values of Ftro,,(vmr) calculated by using 
Kq. (21) up to a concentration 8 M. To a concentration of 3 M they 
coincide with the experimentally obtained values denoted as full 
circles. The solid straight line is an exponential function. 
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Table 1 
Comparison of the experimental and calculated complexity functions 

for ц = 0 . 5 . 

r. 

This irerk 

(b) r. *e«lc А Г Ш 

H in % 

0.05 3.271 3.060 -6 .45 

0.10 6.442 5.750 -10.74 

0.15 10.00 9.23 -7 .70 

0.20 14.62 13.72 -6 .16 

0.25 21.24 19.46 -8 .38 

0.30 28.48 26.75 -6 .07 

0.40 50.32 47.16 -6 .28 

0.45 64.69 61.03 -5 .66 

0.5 79.84 77.87 -2 .47 

F ,.*„,<- is not calculated because only 8. value is reported 
inRef. In/ /8; =40; ' 

FTaic i s calculated by using Eq. (17) of the present paper, 
where A = 6.8 and a = 5.3. 
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Table 2 
Comparison of the experimental and calculated complexity functions 

for ii = 0.75 

». 

KlTtlo «ad Ifcurl Thlm work 

Ш ». . ? • 'e»le 
и In * i n * 

0.03 2.226 2.197 -I .3I 2.182 -1.95 
0.O4S 2.856 2.887 1.07 2.828 -0.98 

0.075 4.449 4.473 0.55 4.339 -2.46 

O.IS 9.952 9.859 -0.93 9.546 -4.07 
0.225 17.46 17.19 -1.53 17.51 0.26 

0.30 29.(3 29.50 -0.43 29.33 -I.OI 

0.375 45.98 45.95 -0.06 46.27 0.63 

0.45 69.02 68.67 -0.51 69.84 I .IS 

0.525 100.1 99.36 -0.74 101.0 0.91 
0.60 144.2 137.0 -2.94 143.5 -0.51 

0.75 265.6 259.9 -2.15 265.4 -0.07 

* - calculated by using the |8„ values reported in Ref. 
/ 3 2 = 3 6 ; f i 2 = 125; /3j = 143; /84 =340; 

calculated by using Eq.(20) of the present paper, where 
A = 6.8; a = 5.3; Q = 5.18; 9*= 0.25. 



Table 3 
Comparison of the experimental and calculated complexity functions 

for ti = 1.0 

r. 

K1T*1O and ftul Ibla work 

u> r. • • *e«le 
. * « 

' c t k . » « 
II l a • I n * 

0.04 2.489 2.617 5.15 2.612 4.94 
0.06 3.636 3.578 -1.58 3.581 -1.49 

0.1 5.801 5.865 1.10 5.943 2.45 
0.2 14.48 14.52 o.3i 15.29 5.57 

0.3 29.56 29.70 0.48 32.10 8.60 

0.4 55.26 55.22 -0.07 59.98 8.54 

O.S 98.86 96.00 -2.89 103.25 4.44 

0 .* 157.2 158.1 0.55 166.8 6.II 

0.7 253.0 248.5 -1.77 255.8 I . I I 

0.8 383.2 375.6 -1.98 376.6 -1.73 

0.9 545.8 548.6 0.52 536.1 -1.77 

1.0 749.9 77S.0 3.75 732.9 -2.27 

calculated by using the ft> values reported in Ref. 
36; |8 2 = 104; fi3 - 179; /3< = 458; 
calculated by using Eq. (20) of the present paper, where 

6.8; a = 5.3; 0= 8.00; 4* = 0.25. 



Table 4 
Comparison of the experimental and calculated complexity functions 

for 11 = 2.0 

». 

XXnlo u d • o r i Bti* work 

(L) ». ro»Xc » F " r e « l c ЛТ — 

• In « In % 

o.oe 5.492 5.536 0.80 5.146 -6.30 
O.I2 9.436 9.206 -2.44 9.204 -2.46 

0 . 2 22.20 22.17 -0.14 22.67 2.12 

0,28 44.45 44.98 1.19 48.71 9.59 

0 . 4 102.7 ioa.7 5.85 123.2 19.99 
0 . 6 354.7 346.6 -2.27 390.2 10.02 

0 . 8 924.7 860.2 -6.97 938.3 1.47 

1 .0 1893 1812 -4.28 1896 0.16 

1.2 3457 3403 -1.57 3455 -0.05 

1 . 4 5992 5871 -2.01 5787 -3.42 

1 . 6 9412 9495 0.88 9134 -2.95 

1.8 13880 14590 5.II 13758 -0.88 

2 . 0 21470 21509 0.18 19995 -6.87 

* - calculated by using the /3„ values reported in Ref. 
fi , = 38; / 3 2 = 180; Рз = 597; /3, = 998; 
** - calculated by using Eq. (20) of the present paper, where 
A - 6.8; a = 5.3; Q = 22.30; g* = 0.25. 



Table 5 
Comparison of the experimental and calculated complexity functions 

for fi = 3 .0 

». 

IlTalo an* fkart Тм1« «arte 

(L) ». » • ' c u e » * • *eale лГ ш 

И In % In * 

0.12 13.32 13.93 4.58 12.74 -4.32 
0.18 28.39 31.55 11.12 30.53 7.53 

0.3 II&.70 113.70 -2.56 117.73 0.88 

0.42 294.00 302. И 2.95 313.90 6.77 

O.fc 9I4.I 937.1 2.51 941.6 3.00 

0.9 373* 3708 -0.92 3509 -6.08 

1.2 10486 10254 -2.21 9361 -10.73 

1.5 22240 23058 3.68 20721 -6.83 
1.8 «6360 45192 -г .56 «0792 -12.05 

2.1 737» 80352 8.99 74077 0.48 

2.4 135400 13284* -1.88 129255 -4.54 

2.7 205100 207«г х.гг 208061 1.44 

3.0 30*900 3I0I8C 0.4? 329694 6.73 

* - calculated by using the pn values reported in Ref. 
Pi -= 45; P2 = 250; P3 = 1890; P 4 = 3170; 

calculated by using Eq. (20) of the present paper, where 
A = 6.8; a = 5.3 Q = 42.0; 9* = 0.25. 
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